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Background: pVIc, an 11-amino acid peptide from the C terminus of adenovirus precursor protein pVI, activates the
adenovirus proteinase (AVP).
Results: pVI slides on DNA into AVP, which excises and then covalently binds pVIc thereby rendering AVP fully active.
Conclusion: Activation of AVP requires pVI in cis on DNA.
Significance:These results indicate a newway a protein substrate interacts with a proteinase, via one-dimensional diffusion on
DNA.

Late in an adenovirus infection, the viral proteinase (AVP)
becomes activated to process virion precursor proteins used
in virus assembly. AVP is activated by two cofactors, the viral
DNA and pVIc, an 11-amino acid peptide originating from
the C terminus of the precursor protein pVI. There is a
conundrum in the activation of AVP in that AVP and pVI are
sequence-independent DNA-binding proteins with nM equi-
librium dissociation constants such that in the virus particle,
they are predicted to be essentially irreversibly bound to the
viral DNA. Here, we resolve that conundrum by showing that
activation of AVP takes place on the one-dimensional con-
tour of DNA. In vitro, pVI, a substrate, slides on DNA via
one-dimensional diffusion, D1 � 1.45 � 106 bp2/s, until it
binds to AVP also on the same DNAmolecule. AVP, partially
activated by being bound to DNA, excises pVIc, which binds
to the AVP molecule that cut it out. pVIc then forms a disul-
fide bond with AVP forming the fully active AVP-pVIc com-
plex bound to DNA. In vivo, in heat-disrupted immature
virus, AVPwas also activated by pVI in DNA-dependent reac-
tions. This activation mechanism illustrates a new paradigm
for virion maturation and a new way, by sliding on DNA, for

bimolecular complexes to form among proteins not involved
in DNA metabolism.

Human adenovirus, a eukaryotic virus with an �36,000-bp,
linear DNA genome, encodes the adenovirus proteinase
(AVP),5 a 204-amino acid cysteine proteinase (1) whose activity
is essential for the synthesis of infectious virus particles (2). One
of the functions of the proteinase, after virion assembly, is to
cleave six virion precursor proteins to their mature counter-
parts found in wild-type virions (2). Recombinant AVP exhib-
ited little or no enzymatic activity (3, 4), prompting a search for
cofactors. One cofactor is pVIc,6 the 11-amino acid residue
peptide (GVQSLKRRRCF) originating from the C terminus of
the 250-amino acid adenovirus precursor protein pVI. A sec-
ond cofactor is the viral DNA (3, 5–7). These cofactors stimu-
late the macroscopic kinetic constants for substrate hydrolysis
by AVP (5, 8–10).
AVP is synthesized as an essentially inactive enzyme, which

raises the question how pVIc is cleaved from pVI inside imma-
ture particles to activate AVP, i.e. to form AVP-pVIc com-
plexes. Restricting any model for the activation of AVP by pVI
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bimolecular interactions by diffusion in three-dimensional
space. Both AVP and pVI are sequence-independent DNA-
binding proteins (3, 5, 9, 11). The high concentration of DNA
inside the virion (�500 g/liter)) (12) drives both AVP and pVI
onto the DNA by mass action. For AVP, the DNA-bound state
predominates by at least one hundred thousand-fold over free
AVP (5); this, in combination with the sieving action in the
dense DNA environment (13), diminishes the effective three-
dimensional diffusion constant of AVP by at least one million-
fold. The DNA genome cannot move either, thereby enabling
two DNA-bound proteins to interact. The pressure exerted by
the tightly packed genome on the envelope of the virion creates
considerable friction, freezing the DNA in place and rendering
DNA-bound proteins likewise immobile. Given this situation
inside the virion, it is not clear how a bimolecular interaction
between AVP and pVI can occur that leads to cleavage of pVI
and activation of the enzyme by released pVIc. Without this
occurring, the virus particle cannot become infectious.
Here, we solve this conundrum by presenting evidence that

these two proteins can form a bimolecular interaction in the
one-dimensional compartment present along the viral DNA by
sliding on the DNA via one-dimensional diffusion; they do not
diffuse in three-dimensional space to meet. The activation
reaction takes place by a novel biochemistry, one-dimensional
biochemistry. This mechanism for promoting bimolecular
interactions is a new paradigm for how substrates interact with
“non-nucleic acid enzymes” and a new paradigm for virion
maturation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials—The 11-amino acid peptide pVIc (GVQS-
LKRRRCF) was purchased from New England Peptide Inc.
(Gardner, MA). The 5�-fluorescein-labeled 33-mer ssDNA,
36-mer ssDNA, 60-mer ssDNA, and the strands complemen-
tary to these DNAs were purchased from Invitrogen, as was
streptavidin Alexa Fluor 546. Annealing of complementary
DNAs was done as described previously (9). The 1500-mer
dsDNAwas obtained by sonicating Cupriavidus metallidurans
CH34 genomic DNA. n-Dodecyl-�-D-maltopyranoside (DDM)
was purchased from Anatrace (Maumee, OH). Cy3Bmonoma-
leimide was purchased from GE Healthcare. 5-Iodoacetamido-
fluorescein was purchased from Pierce. The complex (pVIc-
biotin)�streptavidin was synthesized as described.7 The
fluorogenic substrates (Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-rhodamine
and (Cbz-Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-rhodamine were synthe-
sized and purified as described previously (3, 14). AVP and the
AVPmutant C122A8 were purified using published procedures
(3, 8). Coomassie Blue-stained or silver-stained protein gels
were scanned on a flatbed scanner, and the bands were quanti-
tated with the GE Healthcare ImageQuant software. Buffer A
was 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.0), 0.025% (w/v) DDM, and 0.1 mM

DTT. Buffer Bwas 20mMTris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.025%DDM, and
0.1 mM DTT. pVIc was labeled with Cy3B as described.7

AVP-pVIc Complex Formation—Disulfide-linked AVP-pVIc
complexes were prepared by overnight incubation at 4 °C of 75
�M AVP and 75 �M pVIc in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 250 mM

NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 20 mM �-mercaptoethanol. Under
these conditions, Cys-104 of AVP and Cys-10� of pVIc, the
penultimate amino acid residue of pVIc, undergo oxidative
condensation (15, 16).
Labeling of Proteins with Fluorescent Dyes—pVI at a concen-

tration of 216�M in 25mMTris-HCl (pH7.5), 150mMNaCl, 0.1
mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, and 0.05% DDM was incubated with
freshly prepared 5 mM DTT for 2 h at room temperature. The
DTTwas removed by passage through a Bio-Spin 6 chromatog-
raphy column (Bio-Rad) previously equilibrated with 1� PBS
containing 0.05% DDM, at pH 7.4. A 3-fold molar excess of
either Cy3B monomaleimide or 5-iodoacetamidofluorescein
was added., and the solution incubated overnight at 4 °C. The
reaction was stopped by an 8-fold molar excess of DTT and
centrifuged at room temperature in a Microfuge for 15 min.
The unreacted dye was removed by size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy on a 0.3 � 30-cm Superdex S-200 column equilibrated
with 25mMMES (pH 6.5), 0.05%DDM, and 150mMNaCl. The
dye-conjugated protein peaks were pooled. Protein concentra-
tion was measured using a molar extinction coefficient at 280
nmof 30,480M�1 cm�1 for pVI, at 564 nmof 130,000M�1 cm�1

for Cy3B conjugated to pVI, and at 492 nm of 68,000 M�1 cm�1

for fluorescein conjugated to pVI. A dye/pVI ratio of 0.4 and 0.6
was calculated for fluorescein- and Cy3B-conjugated pVI,
respectively, using a 280 nm correction factor of 0.3 and 0.08,
respectively.
To label AVP, we made AVP-pVIc complexes and labeled

them using maleimide chemistry. Then, the pVIc in the AVP-
pVIc complexes was removed by reduction. By labeling this
way, Cys-104 could not be labeled with a dye molecule. Exper-
imentally, disulfide-linked AVP-pVIc complexes were labeled
in 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 50 mM NaCl, and 20 mM ethanol by
the addition of a 3-foldmolar excess of Cy3Bmaleimide. Label-
ing reactions were incubated at room temperature in the dark
for 2.5 h. Excess reagents were removed from the labeled sam-
ple by passage through Bio-Spin 6 chromatography columns
(Bio-Rad) equilibrated in the labeling buffer. The degree of
labeling was determined using �280 nm

AVP � 26,510 M�1 cm�1,
�558 nm
Cy3B � 130,000 M�1 cm�1, and �280 nm

Cy3B � 10,400 M�1 cm�1.
The ratio of labeled AVP-pVIc to total AVP-pVIc was deter-
mined to be 0.84. The labeled materials were characterized by
MALDI-TOFmass spectrometry. Cy3B-AVPwas generated by
incubating Cy3B-AVP-pVIc in 20 mM �-mercaptoethanol at
room temperature for 2 h.Thiswas followedby removal of pVIc
and �-mercaptoethanol by passage through a spin column.
Location of Cy3B Label—Specific enzymatic digestions fol-

lowed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-
flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry were used to locate
cysteinyl-Cy3B conjugates in AVP. 1.2 �g of labeled AVP was
digested by incubation with 0.01 �g of each endoproteinase
Glu-C and trypsin at 21 °C in 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5). At 1, 2,
4, and 22 h, 0.5 �l of the reaction was removed and added to 4.5
�l of a saturated matrix solution (�-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic
acid) in 50% acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA. The matrix-analyte
solution was then immediately spotted onto a 100-well stain-

7 P. C. Blainey, V. Graziano, W. J. McGrath, G. Luo, X. S. Xie, and W. F. Mangel,
submitted.

8 W. J. McGrath and W. F. Mangel, unpublished observations.
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less-steel sample plate. The sample plate was calibrated using
Applied Biosystems peptide calibration mixtures 1 and 2. Mass
spectrometric characterization was carried out on a Voyag-
er-DE Biospectrometry work station (Applied Biosystems; Fos-
ter City, CA). The m/z peak list generated for each chromato-
gram was analyzed by the FindPept Tool (17). The Cy3B
modification was entered as a post-translational modification
with an atomic composition of C37H38N4O7S (molecular
weight 682.785). AVP was found to be labeled at Cys-199.
Fluorescence Anisotropy—Steady-state fluorescence anisot-

ropy measurements were performed using an ISS model PC-1
photon counting spectrofluorometer (ISS, Champaign, IL)
equipped with polarization accessories. Measurements were
made in L-format using a 300-watt xenon arc lampwith 10- and
14-mmGlan-Thompson polarizers in the excitation and emis-
sion channels, respectively. For Cy3B dye, the excitation wave-
length was 564 nm, with 8-nm slits placed before and after a
monochromator. The parallel and vertical emission compo-
nents were measured through a 580-nm band-pass filter with a
full width at half maximum of 10 nm.
Slowkineticanisotropymeasurementsweremadeat roomtem-

perature and recorded every 60 s; the excitation shutterwas closed
in between measurements to minimize photobleaching. Single-
point titration experiments involving 5�-fluorescein-labeled DNA
were made using an excitation wavelength of 495 nm and a
530-nm long pass emission filter. In both cases, the G factor was
measured before the start of each experiment and was always 1.
AVP Activity Assay—The enzymatic activity of AVP-DNA,

AVP-pVIc, and AVP-pVIc�DNA complexes was measured
using the fluorogenic substrate (Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-rho-
damine (3, 14). Reactions in 100 �l of buffer B containing 5 �M

(Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-rhodamine were initiated by adding
enzyme and cofactors. The solutions were mixed and placed in
a Costar 96-well half-area black plate. The fluorescence inten-
sity was monitored continuously for about 500 s in 10-s inter-
vals in aTecan Safire2 plate reader. The excitation and emission
wavelengths were 468 and 523 nm, respectively, each with a
10-nm band pass. The gain was set to 113, and the Z-value was
9320 �m. The rate in relative fluorescence intensity per second
was determined from a linear fit of the data.
AVP Activation Assays by pVI and DNA—Activation of AVP

by pVI in the presence of DNA was assayed by first reacting 77
nM pVI with 130 nM AVP and varying amounts of DNA in 20
mMHepes, pH 7, 0.025% DDM, and 0.1 mMDTT. The reaction
was allowed to proceed at room temperature (�21 °C). At var-
ious times, a 100-�l aliquot was removed and added to 1 �l of
0.5 mM (Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-rhodamine and 1 �l of Tris
base. The latter addition was necessary to raise the pH of the
final reaction to 8, the optimal pH for AVP activity.
MALDI-TOFAnalysis of the Proteins and Peptides during the

Activation of AVP by pVI in the Presence of DNA—Small vol-
umes of activation reaction mixtures were diluted by an equal
volume of 0.2% TFA to stop the reactions. The reactions were
further diluted with �-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix
and placed onto a MALDI-TOF stainless steel 100-well plate.
For proteins larger than 10KDa, sinapinic acidmatrixwas used.
MALDI-TOF data were collected on a Voyager Biospectrom-
etry instrument according to standard protocols.

Sliding Assay Conditions—Flow cells containing � DNA
immobilized at one end were constructed as described previ-
ously (18). Labeled proteins were infused at concentrations of
1–2 nM at flow rates of 20–50 ml/h. High flow rates were cho-
sen to drive the longitudinal DNA fluctuation faster than the
imaging frame rate (18). The assay buffer consisted of 10 mM

MES (pH 6.5), 2–6 mMNaCl, 50 �M EDTA, 20 mM ethanol, 5%
glycerol, and where indicated, reducing agent (DTT and mer-
captoethanol gave equivalent results).
Fluorescence Imaging—AVP was labeled with Cy3B at Cys-

199, pVI at Cys-249, and pVIc at Cys-10�. Individual, fluores-
cently labeled molecules were imaged by total internal reflec-
tion fluorescencemicroscopy as described previously (18), with
the exception that a faster electron-multiplying charge-coupled
device camera (Photometrics Cascade:128�) was used for the
highest time-resolutionmeasurements. � DNAwas tethered to
a glass surface at one end and stretched by a laminar flow of
buffer. Single molecules that bound to and diffused along the
DNA were illuminated by an evanescent wave via laser beam
(532 nm) and imaged with a fluorescence microscope.
Centroid Determination and Analysis of Molecular

Trajectories—AllAVPandpVIDNAbinding events notedwere
included in the analyses. pVI binding events were identified
manually by noting movements consistent with DNA fluctua-
tions in the direction orthogonal to the flow of buffer. These
signals were tracked using Gaussian centroid determination in
theMATLAB environment. Detection of DNAbinding byAVP
was found to be more challenging due to the shorter average
residence time. For this reason, automated particle-tracking
software (Diatrack 3.0, Semasopht, Switzerland), previously
used to identify large numbers of individual DNA-bound pro-
tein molecules and track their trajectories using Gaussian cen-
troid determination (18), was applied to this purpose. All AVP
molecules exhibiting transverse displacements consistent with
flow-stretched DNA were included in the analyses. Molecular
trajectories were analyzed in MATLAB by methods similar to
those previously published (18).
ts-1 Virus and Heat-disrupted ts-1 Virus—Immature virus

was obtained by propagating the Ad2 ts-1 mutant in HeLa cells
at 39.5 °C as described previously (19). Particles were purified
by equilibrium centrifugation in CsCl gradients, desalted on a
10DC column (Bio-Rad), and stored in 20 mM Hepes, pH 7.8,
150 mM NaCl plus 10% glycerol at �70 °C at a final concentra-
tion of 1� 1013 particles/ml.Heat-disrupted ts-1 virus particles
were generated by heating ts-1 virus for 10 min at 60 °C (19).
Activation of AVP by pVI in Heat-disrupted Ad2 ts-1 Virions—

All reactionswere carried out in 10mMTris-HCl (pH8.2), 5mM

MgCl2 buffer. Ad2 ts-1 virions at a concentration of 1.6 � 1012
particles/ml were disrupted by heating at 60 °C for 10 min.
When present, reactions contained 0.25 �M AVP. To remove
DNA, heat-disrupted viruswas incubatedwith 50�g/mlDNase
I (Sigma D5025) at 37 °C for 24 h. DNase was inactivated by
adding 10 mM EDTA. After 30 min, 0.25 �M AVP was added,
and the sampleswere incubated at 37 °C for either 2 h or 24 h. In
the indicated cases, purified Ad2 ts-1 DNA was added after
DNase inactivation at a final concentration of 50 ng/ml. For
DNA isolation, 25 � 1010 Ad2 ts-1 viral particles were treated
with proteinase K at a final concentration of 400�g/ml, and the
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DNA was extracted by phenol/chloroform precipitation. Pro-
teins were fractionated by SDS-PAGE on an 8–25% gradient
PhastGel and visualized by silver staining. An E1-deleted Ad5
vector (Ad5GL) (19) was used as the source for mature, wild-
type virus structural proteins.

RESULTS

DNA Is Required for the Activation of AVP by pVI in Vitro—
Which components are required for the activation of AVP by
pVI to produce the enzymatically active AVP-pVIc complex? If
only a simple bimolecular interaction between AVP and pVI
were needed, then mixing purified AVP (8) with purified pVI
(32) should result in the cleavage of pVI to yield pVIc followed
by the formation of active AVP-pVIc complexes. However,
when this was done, no enzymatic activity was detected (Fig.
1A). BothAVPandpVI bind toDNAwith apparent equilibrium
dissociation constants of 63 nM (5) and 46 nM, respectively (32).
Is DNA required for the activation of AVP by pVI?We repeated
the experiment but in the presence of dsDNA. By 1 h, 100% of
the pVI was cleaved and used to form active AVP-pVIc com-
plexes. Thus, activation of AVP toAVP-pVIc complexes by pVI
required the presence of DNA.
AVP and pVI Must Both Be on the Same DNA Molecule for

Activation to Occur, and Reactions Proceed Only in cis and Not
in trans—To see whether both enzyme (AVP) and substrate
(pVI) must be on the same molecule of DNA for activation to
occur or whether they can interact when bound to different

DNA molecules, we incubated increasing concentrations of
DNAwith amixture of AVP and pVI, each at sufficient concen-
trations to drive DNA binding at any concentration of DNA,
and then we assayed for enzyme activation (Fig. 1B). At low
DNA concentrations, the DNA was saturated with AVP and
pVI; the rate of AVP activation was proportional to the DNA
concentration. The rate of activation of AVP reached a peak at
the concentration of DNA at which all the AVP and pVI were
bound to all the DNA molecules. Beyond the peak, the rate of
AVP activation progressively decreased. For example, at aDNA
concentration of 320 nM, the rate of AVP activation was 12% of
the rate exhibited at the DNA concentration at the peak, 50 nM.
This is the type of curve expected ifAVP andpVImust be on the
same DNA molecule for activation to occur. Beyond the peak,
as the concentration of DNA was progressively increased, the
probability that both an AVP and a pVI molecule would be
bound to the same DNA molecule would progressively
decrease. If an AVP on oneDNAmolecule can be activated by a
pVI on another DNA molecule, one would predict an initial
curve similar to that shown in Fig. 1B, but beyond the peak, the
rate of activation would have remained constant. This is
because all the AVP and pVI would have been bound to DNA
and, therefore, the bound protein concentration would not
have changed as the DNA concentration was increased. These
conclusions were corroborated by the SDS-PAGE analysis of
the proteins present at the various DNA concentrations in Fig.

FIGURE 1. Activation of AVP by pVI requires DNA and both proteins to be on the same DNA molecule. A, DNA is required for the activation of AVP by pVI.
Assays contained 3.38 �M pVI, 6.54 �M AVP, and either 3.38 �M 36-bp DNA or no DNA. After the indicated time intervals, aliquots were removed and assayed
for enzymatic activity. 100% activity is the enzyme activity of 3.38 �M AVP-pVIc complexes bound to DNA. E, plus DNA; ƒ, minus DNA. B, for activation of AVP
by pVI, both proteins must be on the same DNA molecule. Reactions contained 77 nM pVI, 130 nM AVP, and the indicated concentrations of 36-mer dsDNA. After
30 min at 21 °C, the amount of AVP-pVIc formed was assayed. C, SDS-PAGE (15% polyacrylamide gel) analysis of the reactions in B except that the concentra-
tions of pVI, AVP, and DNA were 26-fold higher. The positions of pVI, the intermediate VI-C, and VI are indicated by the lines on the left of the gel. The DNA
concentration in the reactions fractionated on the gel increased from left to right. The numbers in parentheses in B are used as visual indicators to the
corresponding gel lanes in C.
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1C; pVI was not processed at the higher DNA concentrations.
Thus, activation only proceeds in cis, i.e. both AVP and pVI
must be on the same molecule of DNA.
AVP Does Not Slide Efficaciously on DNA—If both AVP and

pVI must be on the same molecule of DNA for activation to
occur, then presumably, onemoleculemust slide into the other
to promote the bimolecular interaction that leads to the cutting
out of pVIc and its binding toAVP.DoesAVP slide alongDNA?
Using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy as
described previously (18, 20, 33), Cy3B-labeled AVP was intro-
duced to flow-stretched DNA. As predicted (5), many mole-
cules were observed to bind to random sites along the DNA.9
The average time AVP stayed bound to DNA was about 0.5 s,
and the vast majority of these molecules remained at their ini-
tial locations until dissociating from the DNA. Less than 4% of
the DNA-bound AVP molecules could be assigned diffusion
constants statistically distinguishable from zero. Thus, the dif-
fusion constants appeared to be bimodally distributed, with an
effectively immobilized majority cluster and a potentially
mobile minority cluster. Data from the minority, mobile frac-
tion are shown in Fig. 2, A and B. The trajectories of 19 AVP
molecules are plotted in Fig. 2A. The mean square displace-
ment (MSD) of each molecular trajectory versus diffusion time
is shown in Fig. 2B. From the MSD slopes, the mean one-di-
mensional diffusion constant (D1) of this subpopulation was
1.7 � 106 bp2/s, with S.D. of 1.9 � 106 bp2/s (Table 1). The
diffusion constant relevant to searching alongDNA is themean
across the entire population of bound AVP molecules. Assign-
ing the immobilized majority cluster a diffusion constant of
zero, the whole population mean D1 is very low, 0.02–0.07 �
106 bp2/s.
pVI Slides on DNA via One-dimensional Diffusion—The

observation that AVP molecules moved little while bound on
DNA suggested the possibility that pVI might move on DNA.
We labeled pVI molecules with the fluorophore Cy3B and
observed the molecules binding to DNA as monomers (32) at
random locations. Most important, the molecules slid rapidly
over tens of thousands of base pairs before dissociating from the
DNA. For example, themolecule whosemotion is shown in the
raw image data in Fig. 3A was determined by centroid analysis
(Fig. 3B) to have traveled more than 10,000 bp during a 12-s
binding event. The trajectories of 126 pVI molecules sliding on
DNAare plotted in Fig. 3C; theMSDof each trajectory is shown
versus diffusion time in Fig. 3D. The MSD for each molecule is
approximately linear with diffusion time, indicating transport
dominated by Brownian motion. From the MSD slopes, the
mean diffusion constant was calculated to be 1.45� 0.13� 106
bp2/s (Table 1).
pVI Is Cleaved Sequentially by AVP Bound to DNA—To

determine the sequence of events in the activation of AVP by
pVI in the presence of DNA, we assayed aliquots of the reaction
in Fig. 1A for processing intermediates. SDS-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (Fig. 4A) showed that by 2.5 min, an inter-
mediate in the processing of pVI to protein VI appeared. By 10
min, all the pVI had disappeared. At 20min, proteinVI began to

appear, and by 40 min, almost all the intermediate had been
converted to protein VI. A similar analysis of the reaction in the
absence of DNA showed that pVI is not cleaved by AVP.10
MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopic analysis of the reactions in
Fig. 1A showed that before the addition of DNA, two masses
were present, AVP and pVI (Fig. 4B). At the 20-min time point,
the pVI mass had disappeared (Fig. 4C). Masses corresponding
to VI-C (pVI fromwhich theN-terminal peptide (pVIn), amino
acids 1–33, was cleaved) and VI had appeared. AMALDI-TOF
mass spectroscopic analysis of the peptides generated at each
time point is shown in Fig. 4D. By 15 s, the N-terminal peptide
pVIn of pVI, amino acids 1–33, began to appear. At 5min, pVIc,
the peptide from the C terminus of pVI, amino acids 240–250,
began to appear. Thus, the processing of pVI by AVP occurred
in two steps, first cleavage at the N terminus of pVI and then at
its C terminus.

9 P. C. Blainey, W. J. McGrath, and W. F. Mangel, unpublished observations. 10 V. Graziano and W. F. Mangel, unpublished observations.

FIGURE 2. Only a small minority of AVP molecules slide along flow-
stretched dsDNA. A, sliding of a minority of AVP molecules, less than 4%,
along the DNA (x(t), left axis, 19 trajectories). B, mean square displacement of
the trajectories shown in A along the DNA (	
x(�)2�, left axis). In A and B,
motion transverse to the DNA (y(t) and 	
y(�)2�, respectively, right axes) is
represented on the same scale, as a control.
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The results of the analysis of the activation of AVP by pVI in
the presence of DNA shown in Fig. 4, A–D are summarized in
Fig. 4E. The plot is based upon scans for protein density of the
gel in Fig. 4A. The data were plotted as the fraction of the initial
amount of AVP or pVI versus time. Initially, pVI was cleaved;
half of it was processed by 2.5 min. Concomitantly, VI-C (pVI
from which the N-terminal peptide, amino acids 1–33, was
cleaved) appeared; half of itsmaximum appeared by 2.5min. At

12 min, all of the pVI had disappeared, and there was a maxi-
mum amount of VI-C. Then, VI-C began to decline. After 30
min, half the maximum amount of VI-C was present with the
concomitant appearance of half the maximal amount of VI. By
80min, all the pVI and VI-C had disappeared, and themaximal
amount of protein VI had appeared. N-VI (pVI from which the
C-terminal peptide, amino acids 240–250,was cleaved)was not
observed, indicating that the processing was sequential. The

FIGURE 3. Sliding of pVI on flow-stretched DNA. A, rapid motion of a pVI molecule along flow-stretched dsDNA recorded at 284 Hz. Cinemagraph was
generated from raw images showing motion along DNA (horizontal axis; each line is a strip of pixels from an image series frame) as a function of time (vertical
axis). B, trajectory of the molecule depicted in A produced by Gaussian centroid determination of the signal of the molecule in each of 262 frames. C, pVI
molecules diffuse rapidly along DNA (x(t), left axis, 126 trajectories). D, mean square displacement of the trajectories shown in C along the DNA (	
x(�)2�, left
axis). In C and D, motion transverse to the DNA (y(t) and 	
y(�)2�, respectively, right axes) is represented on the same scale, as a control.

TABLE 1
Binding to DNA, Kd, and sliding along DNA via one-dimensional diffusion and D1 values of adenovirus proteins

Species molecular weights
(amino acids in parentheses)

Ligand for
Kd(app) analysis Kd(app)

DNA-binding
site length

One-dimensional
diffusion constanta

nM bp bp2/s � 10�6

pVI 27,014 (1–250) 33-mer dsDNA 46 � 1.6b 8 1.45 � 0.13
VI 22,118 (34–239) 33-mer dsDNA 307 � 14b
pVIcc 1350 (240–250) 12-mer dsDNA 264 � 25 7 26.0 � 1.8
AVP 23,087 (1–204) 12-mer dsDNA 63 � 5.8d 0.02–0.07e
AVP-pVIc 24,435 (215) 36-mer dsDNA 4.6 � 2.2d 6 21.0 � 1.9f
pVIc-biotin streptavidine �57,000 18-mer dsDNA 35 � 5.0c 2.21 � 0.21c

a To convert from bp to nm: 106 bp2/s � 102,400 (nm)2/s.
b Ref. 32.
c Footnote 7.
d Ref. 5.
e Whole population-mean D1 calculated from one population (99–96% of the molecules bound to DNA) have a D1 of zero and another population (1–4% of the molecules
bound to DNA) having a D1 of 1.7 � 106 bp2/s, with S.D. of 1.9 � 106 bp2/s.

f Ref. 33.
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amount of AVP did not change during the time course, indicat-
ing that aliquots put on the gel all contained the same amount of
protein.
What Happens to pVIc Once It Is Cleaved from the VI-C

Intermediate—After pVIc is cut out from VI-C on DNA, does
the resultant pVIc dissociate from the DNA, or does it stay
associated with the DNA, bound or not bound to AVP? The
experimental design to answer these questions is complicated
by the knowledge that pVIc not only binds toAVP reversibly (9)
and irreversibly (16) but, by itself, binds to DNA7 (5). To deter-
mine where pVIc resides after being cut out of pVI by AVP
bound to DNA, we used fluorescence anisotropy. This is a
rapid, sensitive, and quantitative technique used to measure
protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions in solution. Flu-
orescence anisotropy is ameasure of the depolarization of emit-
ted fluorescence intensity obtained after excitation by a polar-
ized light source. It depends directly on the relative rate of
fluorescence emission versus the rate of tumbling in solution.
We labeled pVI at Cys-249 with Cy3B. Cys-249 of pVI is Cys-
10� of the released pVIc, so the fluorescent label follows
released pVIc, not protein VI, after cleavage of pVI by AVP
bound to DNA. We used fluorescence anisotropy to monitor
the tumbling of the Cy3B. The degree of tumbling is directly
proportional to the size of the object the reporter is bound to.
Thus, when it is attached to pVIc bound to AVP and or when
Cy3B is attached to pVI bound to DNA, the tumbling is low as
compared with when it is attached to pVIc in solution, and this
is reflected by an increase in anisotropy.
Experimentally, we measured the fluorescence anisotropy of

labeled pVI for 2min (Fig. 5A). Then, we added 36-mer dsDNA.
The anisotropy increased from 0.23 to 0.25, due to the binding
of pVI to the DNA. After 4min, AVPwas added; the anisotropy
increased further, to 0.27, due to the binding of AVP to the
DNA. Over the next 40 min, the anisotropy decreased, from
0.27 to 0.21. Concomitant with the decrease in anisotropy was
the formation of AVP-pVIc complexes as deduced by activity
assays.10 The decrease in anisotropywas due to the release of VI
from the DNA because its Kd(app), 307 nM, is much higher than
the maximal concentration of VI that can be generated in the
experiment, 77 nM (Table 1). After 50 min, the change in ani-
sotropy decreased no more, stopping at 0.21. The experiment
indicated after 50 min that all the pVI had been converted to
pVIc and that the pVIc remained bound to the DNA by itself or
associated with AVP.
These conclusions are based upon the following arguments.

The anisotropy of free pVI is 0.23, and the anisotropy of free
pVIc is 0.08. The addition of a high concentration of histoneH1

FIGURE 4. Sequence of events during the activation of AVP by pVI in the presence of DNA. During the activation of AVP by pVI in the presence of DNA
depicted in Fig. 1A, aliquots were removed after various time intervals and assayed. A, SDS-PAGE (15% polyacrylamide gel) analysis. The first lane on the left
contains the markers AVP, pVI, and VI. B, MALDI-TOF analysis of the proteins in the reaction in Fig. 1A before the DNA was added; this represents the 0-min time
point. AU, arbitrary units. C, the 20-min time point is shown. D, MALDI-TOF analysis of the peptides produced in the reaction mixture in Fig. 1A at each time
point. The arrows point to the peaks representing the masses (m/z) of the C-terminal (molecular weight 1,350, amino acids 240 –250 from pVI) and N-terminal
(molecular weight 3583, amino acids 1–33 from pVI) peptides. E, summary of the sequence of events in the activation of AVP by pVI in the presence of DNA. The
gel in A was scanned for protein density, and the data were plotted as the fraction of the initial amount of AVP or pVI versus time. �, AVP; ●, pVI; �, VI-C; and
f, VI.

FIGURE 5. Released pVIc remains associated with the DNA, after exci-
sion from pVI, and binds to the AVP molecule that cut it out. A, pVIc
remains associated with the DNA. The steady-state fluorescence anisot-
ropy of 10 nM Cy3B-pVI and 67 nM unlabeled pVI in buffer A with 10 mM

NaCl at 21 °C was measured for 2 min. Next, 67 nM 36-bp DNA (E) or 201 nM

12-bp DNA (�) was added. After an additional 2 min, 130 nM AVP was
added, and the change in anisotropy was monitored for 80 min. Lastly, 399
nM histone H1 was added, and the anisotropy was monitored for 7 min. B,
pVIc binds to the AVP molecule that cut it out. Increasing amounts of the
AVP mutant C122A were added to reaction mixtures in buffer A containing
130 nM pVI, 130 nM AVP, and 2.8 nM 1500-mer dsDNA. After a 5-min
incubation at 21 °C, the formation of active AVP-pVIc complexes was
assayed.
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(21), a nonspecific DNA-binding protein, to the reaction dis-
placed all the other proteins bound toDNA, and this caused the
anisotropy to drop to 0.08, the anisotropy of free pVIc (Fig. 5A).
Thus, all the pVI had been processed to pVIc. Cy3B-labeled
pVIc cannot form a covalent complex with AVP because its
Cys-10� contains theCy3B fluorophore. Because the anisotropy
of pVIc remained constant and high (0.21) for 50 min, we con-
cluded that during the entire activation reaction and after,most of
the pVIc remained associatedwith theDNA, bound to eitherAVP
or DNA. Most of the labeled pVIc was probably bound to AVP
bound to DNA because the apparent Kd for labeled pVIc binding
toDNAis264nM,7whereas theKd forpVIcbinding toAVPbound
to DNA is 90 nM (9). The experiment was repeated to determine
whether activation of AVP by pVI could occur in trans, i.e. with
one molecule of AVP bound to DNA interacting with a molecule
of pVI bound to another molecule of DNA. We chose 12-mer
dsDNAbecause itwas too short for anAVPand a pVImolecule to
bind to the samemolecule of DNA. Experimentally, no change in
anisotropy occurred by 8min after the addition of AVP to a solu-
tionofDNAand labeledpVI.This indicated thatAVPandpVIdid
notbind to the samemoleculeofDNA.TheadditionofhistoneH1
after 95 min indicated that no pVIc had formed as the anisotropy
remained at about 0.25. If pVIc had formed, the anisotropy should
have decreased to 0.08. These results are also consistent with the
conclusion that AVP cannot be activated by pVI unless bothmol-
ecules reside on the same DNAmolecule.
Does pVIc Bind to the AVP Molecule That Cut It Out?—To

answer this question, we incubated AVP, pVI, and DNA with
increasing concentrations of the C122A mutant of AVP and
then assayed for AVP-pVIc complex activity (Fig. 5B). This
mutant of AVP lacks enzymatic activity as the nucleophilic cys-
teine has been substituted; however, themutant binds pVIc and
binds to DNA like wild-type AVP.8 No decrease in AVP-pVIc
complex activity was observed regardless of the mutant AVP
concentration. That enzyme activity remained constant indi-
cates that the newly cleaved pVIc did not bind to any AVP
molecule present; it bound to the active AVPmolecule that cut

it out. If newly cleaved pVIc could bind to anyAVPmolecule, as
the concentration of C122A was increased, the pVIc would
have a greater probability to bind to the inactive mutant, and
the amount of enzyme activity observed would decrease. Thus,
pVIc binds to the AVP molecule that cut it out from pVI.
Does a Disulfide Bond Form between pVIc and the AVPMol-

ecule That Cut It Out from pVI?—To determine whether a
disulfide bond forms between pVIc and the AVPmolecule that
cut it out from pVI, we set up an activation reaction with AVP,
pVI, and DNA at pH 8 and, as a function of time, measured: 1)
the total concentration of reversible AVP-pVIc complexes plus
disulfide-linkedAVP-pVIc complexes and 2) the concentration
of disulfide-linked AVP-pVIc complexes. If a disulfide bond is
formed between pVIc and the AVP molecule that cut it out,
then the total concentration of reversible AVP-pVIc complexes
plus disulfide-linked AVP-pVIc complexes should equal the
concentration of disulfide-linked AVP-pVIc complexes. In the
experiment, we incubated 0.77 �M pVI, 1.3 �M AVP, and 0.67
�M 36-mer dsDNA. After various time intervals, two aliquots
were removed. One aliquot was dilutedwith an equal volume of
buffer containing the fluorogenic substrate (Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-
NH)2-rhodamine. The other aliquot was diluted into the same
solution, but it also contained 0.5 M NaCl. Enzyme activity in
the absence of NaCl should be reflective of all AVP-pVIc com-
plexes formed, both reversible and disulfide-linked. This is
because the highest possible concentration of pVIc generated is
3.5-fold higher than the Kd of pVIc for AVP in the presence of
DNA, 90 nM (9). Thus, reversible complexes bound to DNA
should remain intact, as would disulfide-linked complexes.
Each type of complex, reversible and disulfide-linked, has the
same specific activity (16). Enzyme activity in the presence of
NaCl should be reflective only of those AVP-pVIc complexes
formed that contained a disulfide bond between Cys-10� of
pVIc and Cys-104 of AVP. At that concentration of salt and
those protein concentrations, AVP, pVIc, and all AVP-pVIc
complexes cannot bind to DNA (5). Not being bound to DNA,
the reversible AVP-pVIc complexes will dissociate to AVP and

FIGURE 6. pVIc forms a disulfide bond with the AVP molecule that cut it out. A reaction mixture was set up in buffer B containing 0.77 �M pVI, 1.3 �M AVP,
and 0.67 �M 36-mer dsDNA. After the indicated time intervals, 55-�l aliquots were removed and added to 55 �l of either 5 �M (Cbz-Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-
rhodamine in buffer B containing 0.67 �M 36-mer dsDNA (A) or 5 �M (Cbz-Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-rhodamine in buffer B but with 0.5 M NaCl (B). The rates of
substrate hydrolysis were measured over a 30-min period. The insets are standard curves relating the initial rate as a function of time versus molar concentration
of AVP-pVIc complexes bound to DNA (A) and AVP-pVIc complexes not bound to DNA (B). In the inset for A, the reactions in buffer B contained the indicated
concentrations of AVP plus 20 �M pVIc, 0.67 �M 36-mer dsDNA, and 5 �M (Cbz-Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-rhodamine. In the inset for B, the reaction in buffer B with
250 mM NaCl contained 5 �M (Cbz-Leu-Arg-Gly-Gly-NH)2-rhodamine.
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pVIc because the highest possible concentration of pVIc that
could be generated is 11-fold lower than theKd of pVIc for AVP
in the absence of DNA, 4.4 �M (9). Because AVP alone has no
detectable enzyme activity, the only enzymatic activity
observed will be from disulfide-linked AVP-pVIc complexes.
The data (Fig. 6) indicated that all of the AVP-pVIc complexes

that formed during the activation reaction became disulfide-
linked. For the first 100min of the activation reaction, the rates of
formation of AVP-pVIc complexes, reversible and irreversible
(Fig. 6A) or irreversible (Fig. 6B),were linear.Assaysof the reaction
mixture in low salt (bound to DNA) gave a much higher rate of
substrate hydrolysis than that in high salt (not bound to DNA).
Thiswas to be expected. The kcat/Km ratio for substrate hydrolysis
by AVP-pVIc complexes bound to DNA is 16-fold higher than by
AVP-pVIccomplexes in theabsenceofDNA(5,9).Usingstandard
curves relating rates of substrate hydrolysis versus the concentra-
tions of AVP-pVIc complexes bound and not bound toDNA (Fig.
6,A andB, insets), we calculated that at the 30-min timepoint, 128
nM AVP-pVIc complexes, reversible and irreversible, had formed
and that 130 nM of themwere disulfide-linked. Thus, it appears as
if all the pVIc generated formed a disulfide bond with the AVP
molecule that cut it out.
IsDNARequired for theActivation of AVPby pVI inVivo?—Is

DNA required for the activation of AVP in vivo, inside imma-
ture particles where the viral DNA is decorated with tightly
bound proteins such as pVII and protein V (22)? There are two
observations that indicate it is. First, sliding does occur in vivo,
at a DNA concentration not unlike that inside the adenovirus
virion, by the lac repressor inside Escherichia coli (23). Sec-
ondly, we observeDNA-dependent activation of AVP in a quasi
in vivo situation, using heat-disrupted ts-1 virus particles (19).
ts-1 virus is a temperature-sensitive mutant of adenovirus that
when grown at the nonpermissive temperature produces non-
infectious virions devoid of AVP; as such, all the virion precur-
sor proteins are intact (2). The graphic in Fig. 7A depicts the
precursor proteins, the processing sites, and the mature proteins.
In one experiment, AVP was incubated with heat-disrupted ts-1
virus for 2 and 24 h before fractionating the proteins on an SDS-
polyacrylamide gel. The results (Fig. 7B) indicated that some pVI
was processedwithin 2 h, and all of it was processedwithin 24 h as
indicated by the disappearance of the pVI band. During the proc-
essing of pVI, other precursor proteins (pIIIa, pVII, and pVIII)
were observed to be processed, presumably by the newly formed
AVP-pVIc complexes (33). If, before adding AVP, heat-disrupted
ts-1 virus was incubated with DNase, no processing of pVI or the
otherprecursorproteinswasobserved, 2or24hafter addingAVP.
Most convincingwas the experiment inwhich heat-disrupted ts-1
virus was incubated with DNase, the DNase was inactivated, and
ts-1 viralDNAwas added back.Here, upon addingAVPand incu-
bating for 2 or 24 h, the processing pattern of pVI and the other
precursor proteins was identical to that observed with heat-dis-
rupted ts-1 virus particles just incubatedwithAVP. Thus, in heat-
disrupted virus, DNA is required for the activation of AVP.

DISCUSSION

Wehave shown howAVP can be activated by pVI in the core
of the immature virion, i.e. how an AVP-pVIc complex can
form in a dense DNA environment. AVP, synthesized as an

inactive proteinase to prevent premature processing of viral
precursor proteins, binds to the viral DNA and does not move.
pVI binds to the viral DNA and slides via one-dimensional dif-
fusion into AVP. AVP, partially activated by being bound to its
cofactor DNA (3, 5–7), cleaves DNA-bound pVI twice, once at
itsN terminus and then at its C terminus. Because pVI probably
binds to DNA via its pVIc moiety7 (32, 33), to stay on the DNA
for both cleavages, pVImust first be cleaved at its N terminus to
generate the processing intermediate VI-C and liberate a 33-a-
mino acid peptide. Then, presumably, a rate-limiting, confor-
mational change occurs, making the C-terminal cleavage site
accessible. Secondly, AVP cleaves VI-C near its C terminus,
generating protein VI and liberating pVIc, the 11-amino acid
peptide cofactor. pVIc then preferentially binds to the AVP
molecule that cut it out. Finally, pVIc forms a disulfide bond
with AVP, keeping the now fully activated enzyme, the AVP-
pVIc�DNA complex, permanently activated (9, 15, 16). These
data are summarized in the model in Fig. 8.
That activation of AVP by pVI requires DNA in vitro is con-

sistentwith the quasi in vivodata on the activation ofAVPusing
ts-1 virus particles disrupted by heat. We showed that when
heat-disrupted ts-1 virus particles are incubated with AVP, by
2 h after the addition of AVP, some pVI is processed concomi-
tant with the beginnings of processing of some of the precursor
proteins. If the heat-disrupted ts-1 virus particles are treated
withDNase and thenAVP is added, no processing of pVI or any
of the other virion precursor proteinswas observed, even after a
24-h incubation.Most significant, if after DNase treatment, the
DNase is inactivated and DNA is added back, by 2 h after the
addition of AVP, some pVI is processed concomitant with the
beginnings of processing of some of the precursor proteins. By
24 h, all the pVI had been processed. These and other data (3, 8,
33) imply that in the immature virus particle, AVP is activated
by pVI while both are bound to the viral DNA.
Binding to and sliding along DNA are required for the acti-

vation of AVP by pVI. Binding of AVP to DNA partially acti-
vates the enzyme, allowing it to cleave pVI also bound to DNA.
Also, binding of AVP and pVI to DNA must orient them such
that a productive collision occurs when the substrate-binding
site near theN terminus of pVI slides into the active site ofAVP.
This is a novel type of biochemistry, one-dimensional biochem-
istry.7 SlidingonDNAis required for theactivationofAVPbypVI.
In theabsenceofDNA,AVPwill not evenbind topVI.10Thatboth
AVPandpVImustbeon the sameDNAmolecule for formationof
AVP-pVIc complexes is consistent with a requirement for sliding.
Because AVP binds to DNA and does not slide, the only way AVP
could become activated via pVI is for pVI to slide on DNA into
AVP. We recently showed that molecules sliding along DNA,
including AVP-pVIc complexes, diffuse along a helical path
defined by the double helix and rotate to keep the DNA-binding
face of the protein in contact with DNA (20, 24).
The very small fraction of AVP molecules that may slide on

DNA is not relevant biologically, i.e. in vivoAVP probably does
not participate in the cleavage of the precursor proteins by slid-
ing along the viral DNA. Overall, the sliding rate of AVP is
300–1,000-fold lower than that for AVP-pVIc complexes.
Because there are 50 molecules of AVP per virion, only 1–3
molecules per virion could be actively sliding. Also, because the
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relative kcat/Km of AVP-DNA complexes is more than 300-fold
lower than that ofAVP-pVIc�DNAcomplexes, it seems unlikely
that AVP-DNA complexes would be active enough to be able to
process virion precursor proteins efficiently (5, 8, 9). In wild-
type, infectious virions, all theAVPmolecules present are in the
form of covalent AVP-pVIc complexes (15).
This activation mechanism for AVP ensures that AVP will

not be prematurely activated. If AVP and pVI collide in the
cytoplasm or nucleus of the host cell, AVP will not become
activated because both must be bound to DNA. Secondly, pVI
may not even be able to bind to DNA before it gets into a nas-
cent virion. In the cytoplasm, pVI has been shown to bind
tightly to hexon, the major structural protein of the adenovirus
capsid, and to escort hexon into the nucleus (25, 26). Three
molecules of pVI bind to one hexon trimer (32). The two

regions on pVI for hexon binding are at amino acids 48–74 and
233–239 (27). The nuclear location signal, at the C terminus of
pVI (KRRR), is within the pVIc sequence (amino acids 240–
250). Premature activation of AVP toAVP-pVIc complexes can
interfere with virus replication. We have shown that if pVIc is
added along with adenovirus to cells in culture, there is a large
reduction in the production of infectious virus, a 99.8% reduc-
tion 28 h after infection (9). The mechanism of virion assembly
is not known. It is not known how the viral DNA enters a nas-
cent virion nor, once inside, how the viral DNA is situated.
Thus, it is difficult to speculate how this process prevents AVP
from being prematurely activated by pVI.
This novel mechanism for the activation of AVP should be

sufficient to allow for the activation of all the 50 molecules of
AVP in the virion (28). There are 360molecules of pVI (29, 30),

FIGURE 7. In heat-disrupted ts-1 virus particles, activation of AVP by pVI requires DNA. A, the precursor proteins, their cleavage sites (�), and the processed
precursor proteins are labeled and color-coded. B, in heat-disrupted ts-1 virus particles, activation of AVP requires DNA. Proteins were fractionated on PhastGel
8 –25% gradient gels. pVI is cleaved to protein VI via an intermediate iVI. pVIII, the precursor to protein VIII, migrates like protein VI. Lane 1 contained
heat-disrupted ts-1 virus incubated for 24 h. Lanes 2 and 3 contained heat-disrupted ts-1 virus incubated with AVP for 2 or 24 h, respectively. Lanes 4 and 5
contained heat-disrupted ts-1 virus treated with DNase and then incubated with AVP for 2 or 24 h, respectively. Lanes 6 and 7 contained heat-disrupted ts-1
virus treated with DNase, with the DNase inactivated, the DNA returned, and then the reactions incubated with AVP for 2 or 24 h, respectively. Lane 8 contained
wild-type virus (Ad5GL). Ovals next to bands refer to the specific precursor proteins and their products that are color-coded as in B.
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and given that individual molecules can slide over as many as
20,000 bp before dissociating from the DNA, they should be
able to efficiently locate all the AVPmolecules bound along the
36,000-bp adenovirus genome. The remaining pVI molecules
are processed by AVP-pVIc complexes; we have shown that
AVP-pVIc complexes bound to DNA slide along the DNA via
one-dimensional diffusion, processing the virion precursor
proteins, including pVI, also bound to the viral DNA (33).
DNA performs several, crucial functions during the activa-

tion of AVP to AVP-pVIc complexes by pVI. Both AVP (5) and
pVI bind to DNA. DNA, as a cofactor, partially activates AVP
(3, 5) so that it can cleave pVI twice. We had previously shown
in vitro that AVP bound to DNA is partially active, i.e. it can
cleave synthetic substrates (3, 5, 9). pVI slides on DNA, and
AVP does not. Binding to DNAmust orient AVP and pVI such
that a productive collision occurs when the substrate-binding
site at the N terminus of pVI slides into the active site of AVP;
this is a new type of one-dimensional biochemistry.7 Also, if
AVP and pVI are bound to different DNA molecules, they do
not interact, implying that the active site and the substrate-
binding site are both not readily accessible in trans. DNA low-

ers the equilibrium dissociation constant of pVIc for AVP
50-fold, from 4.4 �M in the absence of DNA to 90 nM in its
presence (9). This helps to ensure that pVIc, when liberated
from pVI, binds to the AVP molecule that cut it out.
A conundrum about the assembly of adenovirus virions

arises when it is realized that AVP and the six virion precursor
proteins are essentially irreversibly bound to the viral DNA
inside the immature virion. However, under these conditions,
somehow AVP becomes activated by pVIc and the virion pre-
cursor proteins become processed by AVP-pVIc complexes.
Here, we addressed the part of the conundrum as to how AVP
becomes activated by pVI under these conditions. The solution
is an unprecedented series of reactions between a proteinase
and its substrate. In a different study, we address the remaining
enigma of how fully activatedAVP-pVIc complexes process the
virion precursor proteins (33). AVP-pVIc complexes slide
along the DNA via one-dimensional diffusion processing the
virion precursor proteins also bound to the DNA. Finally, we
address the issue of how pVI and AVP-pVIc complexes slide
along the DNA. The element they both have in common is
pVIc, and we show that pVIc is a “molecular sled” that can slide

FIGURE 8. A model, based upon the data in this study, of the activation of AVP by pVI on DNA. A, AVP is inactive, no green mouth. B, AVP bound to DNA is
slightly active, green mouth. pVI moves back and forth along the DNA via one-dimensional diffusion. C, pVI slides into AVP. AVP, slightly active, cleaves pVI at its
N terminus, releasing the 33-amino acid peptide pVIn. D, a conformational change occurs so that the active site of AVP is at the C terminus of VI-C. E, AVP then
cleaves VI-C at its C terminus, releasing the 11-amino acid peptide pVIc that binds to the AVP molecule that cut it out. The fully active AVP-pVIc complex bound
to DNA is formed. Protein VI dissociates from the DNA. F, the fully active AVP-pVIc complex bound to DNA slides along DNA via one-dimensional diffusion to
locate and process virion proteins also bound to DNA.
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by itself or slide with different adenovirus cargos attached to it
such as protein VI or AVP or even slide with heterologous car-
gos attached to it.7
Although many proteins, including viral proteins (31), have

been shown to slide onDNA, all the examples to date have been
of “nucleic acid” proteins and enzymes with functions relevant
to specific loci or features in the genome. pVI, by contrast, is an
adenovirus structural protein tasked with no known functions
at particular genomic loci. Not only is there no precedent for a
“non-nucleic acid protein” sliding on DNA, there is no prece-
dent for a substrate sliding along DNA into an enzyme that will
cleave it. Given this novel exploitation by pVIc of the ability of
DNA to present a sliding surface, following this new precedent,
other proteins/peptides may also be discovered that make non-
canonical use of facilitated diffusion along DNA.
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